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it is unlikely that PDES will thrive. Fujimoto (1993b, p. 247) acknowledges the correctness of this assertion and labels the potential
collaborative attack as a “worthy goal,”
This paper is a response to that call, and presents a view of
the parallel discrete event simulation
problem from a modeling
methodological
perspective. Of course, such a premise borders on
self-aggrandizemen~
let us stipulate that we make no claim to be
the standard-bearers of modeling methodology
for discrete event
simulation.
However, the views expressed herein do come from
a background of over 25 years of thinking about the fundamental
issues of how to do discrete event simulation.
Consequently,
we
hope to provide a somewhat different view of the problem– lending
new insights into the current status of PDES, and perhaps shedding
some light on the far more important question of where should
PDES go from here?
A context for answering this question requires answers to even
more fundamental questions.
These questions form much of the
remainder of the paper
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in the perspectives and priorities of modeling
methodologists
– the primary purveyors of discrete event simulation, and parallel programmers – the leaders in parallel discrete
event simulation, noting that until these two camps come to terms
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So, the ramifications
of making an incorrect simulation-based
decision can range from a mere nuisance,
to loss of investment, to more catastrophic consequences such as
the loss of lives. Accordingly,
arriving
at the correct
decision
is
the singular
overriding
objectwe
of simulation.
One may want a
simulation to provide a variety of behaviors and possess a multitude
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of characteristics, but none of these can be achieved at the expense
of a correct decision.
The importance of a correct decision seems to be a fact often
overlooked - or at least regarded as unimportant or somehow tangential – in PDES research. Perhaps this perception explains why
the big payoff of PDES, the heralds of improved performance, fall
largely on deaf ears in the general discrete event simulation (DES)
community.
To evaluate the benefits of applying parallelism
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simulation
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These observations confirm that simulation
merely a program. Only with careful attention to all of the factors
identified above can the overall objective of simulation,
a correct
decision, be consistently achieved. With this recognition, considerable effort has been made to impose a management structure onto
the framework of using simulation as a problem-solving
technique.
These efforts are made manifest through life-cycle models for
simulation.
One such model is illustrated in Figure 1. This lifecycle model of a simulation study is described in detail in (Nance
and Balci 1987). Note that the entire structure serves to support one
thing: the decision process. Note also the very limited role of the
program within the life-cycle model. While programmatical
decisions may necessarily have impact outside of the program “phase”
of the life-cycle model, the impact of program design should not
be so pervasive that it is allowed to encumber the other phases
of the life-cycle.
To allow such an encumbrance, is to ignore 35
years of modeling methodological
research, and to place at risk the
correctness of the decision that is at the heart of the endeavor.

arriving

A CORRECT

and compiler

design
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technology

in terms of how a simulation

have

4

model

can be constructed, modeling methodology has focused on the question of how a simulation model shaddbe constructed. Investigation
in modeling methodology
has persisted some 35 years, beginning
with the General Simulation Program of Tocher in 1958 (see Tocher
and Owen 1960; Tocher 1979), and continuing in the writings of

understanding
of the problem
to be solved.
If
the problem to be solved is not well-defined and manageable,
then little hope exists that a solution to the problem is readily
forthcoming.
(This is fundamental to every known problem-

1. An adequate

and certainly

not unique to simulation.)

2. A correct model. The correctness of the model is paramount
to a cost-effective
solution in light of the overall objective.
Errors induced in the model, if never detected, could lead to
the acceptance of results based on an invalid model. The cost
of making this type of error is typically very large. Even if the
error is detected, if its detection comes late in the development
stream, the cost of correction involves the cost of correcting
the model and repeating the development steps. To be costeffective, the methods for model development should foster
the initial development of correct models.
3. A correct program.
Recognizing
that the program
one representation of a model – usually the last in a
development, a correct program can only be generated
correct model. The arguments for program correctness
those for model correctness.

ROLE

SHOULD

THE

MODEL

PLAY?

According to Nance (1983), beginning in the late 1970’s a shift
in the focus of the discrete event simulation
community
from a
program-centric
view of the simulation process to a model-centric
view occurred. Motivating
this shift was an evolving recognition
that programming
language representations of simulation
models
necessarily contain many implementation-related
details that obscure the clear enunciation of model behavior.
Furthermore,
and
potentially the most damaging, the use of a particular language has
direct, often hidden, influences on the structure of the model formulation itself. To illustrate this point, consider the classical machine
interfence problem in which a technician monitors and repairs a set
of machines that fail intermittently.
A SIMULA
implementation
of
this model may contain a description of the lijetime of a machine
class object and a technician class object - a machine operates for
some time, fails, waits for repair, and then repeats the cycle; a technician detects a machine failure, travels to the machine and repairs
it. A GPSS implementation
of this model is very different
defining
the technician as a static facility and defining machine failures as
transactions which queue for the technician facility.
And a SIMSCRIPT implementation
of this same model might adopt an entirely
different view by describing the model behavior that corresponds
to identifiable events in the model, such as a machine failure or an
end of repair.
This example raises the question: which implementation
provides the most “natural” description of the machine interference
problem?
Obviously no definitive answer to this question exists;
different people often view the same thing indifferent
ways. Clearly
though, a representation (such as GPSS) that characterizes machine
failures as “moving”
objects does not conform with the physical
reality, and so may become problematic for model verification
and
validation.

Lackner (1962, 1964), Kiviat (1963, 1967), Nance (1971, 1981,
1986, 1994), and Zeigler (1976, 1984), to cite the most prominent.
The lessons of this history identify several factors that are positively
correlated with the probability of making a correct decision. These
factors include (but are not limited to):

solving technique

WHAT

is but
line of
from a
mirror

4. Experimental
design. Construction of the model and program
must reflect the objectives in carrying out the simulation;
the right questions must be asked of the program in order
that the appropriate answers can be derived.
The problem
understanding must be sufficient and the model and program
designed to facilitate the experimental design process.

4.1

How Critical

is a “Natural”

Model Description?

While no etiology of software errors exists, a consensus among
many researchers is that most arise as the result of a poor mesh
between the models of problems as they form in the mind (or minds)
of a modeler (modeling team), and the representational capabilities
provided by extant programming languages and techniques.
The developers of simulation programming
languages (SPLS)
sought to close this conceptual distance through the provision of a
conceptual framework (or “world view”) within the language. The
conceptual framework provides a modeler with a means to construct
a mental picture of the model. Theoretically,
if the model in the

5. Interpretation
of results.
A key recognition here is that no
simulation program ever built produced the answer to anything. ~pically,
simulation output measures are observations
of random variables, and a proper understanding of statistical
methods, including variance reduction and multivariate analyses, are required-to successfully – and correctly - interpret
the results provided by a simulation.
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1: A Life Cycle Model of a Simulation

modeler’s mind and the SPL utilize the same conceptual framework,
the distance is closed.
The traditional conceptual frameworks can best be described as
providing a view of a system through varying localities
(Overstreet
1982, p. 164). The behavior of a system can be modeled according
to:
1. the times at which
world view; locali~

things

“happen”

Do Extant PDES
Descriptions?

4.2

Permit “Natural”

Model

We assume the system being modeled consists of
some number of physical processes which interact in
some manner. The simulation program consists of a
collection of logical processes each modeling a single
physical process.

(the event scheduling

of time),

on the occurrence of something happenscanning world view; locality of state), or

Usually,

3. the ordered sequence of actions performed

model object (~he process intera~tion

Paradigms

Unfortunately,
the importance and role of the conceptual framework
within the model development process has had little recognition in
the PDES community. A typical PDES problem description reads:

2. a state precondition

ing (the activity

Study.

on (or by) a given
world view; iocaii~ of

little distinction

the paradigms
process

object).

view

interaction.

as contrived

cution

In his thesis, Derrick (1988) classifies thirteen conceptual frameworks and identifies both positive and negative aspects of their
influence on model representation.
The provision of conceptual frameworks within simulation programming languages ostensibly affords significant benefits for modeling as compared to general purpose languages. These conceptual
bridges are not a panacea, however; the tendency to use the language
best known by the modeler often results in a contrived “fitting”
of
the natural model description into the form provided by the simulation programming
language. An important result from (Derrick
1988) is the identification
of the need to select a conceptual framework suitable for a particular model and a given set of objectives.
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and firrther,

of software

would

development

of separation
of concerns
– advanced by Edsger
Dijkstra nearly twenty years ago (Dijkstra 1976, p. 203).
The conceptual restrictions prevalent within PDES, as well as
a penchant for working from a program view, result in model rep-
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resentations (the pro~rams) that are often contrived and unnatural
descriptions of th~ sy~tem being modeled. The program is typically
the only representation provided in extant PDES paradigms. Execution requirements force model perturbations unrelated to the study
objectives and the natural system description that exists in the mind
of the modele~ the problems of model verification
and validation
as well as those of life-cycle support become greatly exacerbated,
Again, for PDES to realize the desired level of acceptance in the
DES community,
performance gains must be achievable without
sacrificing, or ignoring, other software quality objectives.

the testing of numerous alternatives forces concerns for execution
efficiency that are seen in few software-intensive
projects.
While the need for execution efficiency spotlights the potential
contribution of parallel execution, a focus on that to the exclusion
of the second characteristic is to commit a form of the ~pe 3 error.
Type 3 error is that of solving the wrong problem. Here, the precise
using a highly ej’icient, incorrectmodel
statement is that simulation
represents a non-solution to any problem. Consequently, the parallel simulation community needs to overcome its preoccupation with
efficiency to the exclusion of other issues, or it risks the commission

On the Role of Methodology

4.3

Nance and Arthur (1 988) discuss the influence of modeling methodology on the structure of environments for model development. The
authors indicate that the role of a methodology is to identify those
principles,

e.g. life-cycle

umentation,

that should

verification
govern

and specification-derived

the modeling

process

of Type

3 error

domain

of irrelevant

which

could

lead to the exile

of its findings

to the

results.

Varied Approaches

5.4

A fourth characteristic of simulation is the manner of its use; no typical use for simulation can be described. Discrete event simulation
models may adopt myriad forms:

doc-

so that a given

can be attained.
The intent of a modeling methodology
is to define a process
by which factors inherent in the task at hand, e.g. the number of
objects comprising the model, the frequency of interactions among
them, and the degree of concurrency, can be overcome. The value
of a methodology is derived from its ability to produce a product (a
model) that exhibits validity (correctness) in conformance with the
tolerance level prescribed for the study.
set of objectives
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Correctness

Computational

A single model which evolves rapidly during experimentation
for system design or optimization,
e.g. a cache model.

●

A model which consists of a concatenation of several existing
models in an effort to answer questions on a metasystem level.

●

Models used for the purpose of analysis.

●

Models used for the purpose of interactive

●

Models used for real time decision

●

Models targeted to provide various combinations

training.

support.
of the above.

Furthermore these models may be developed by groups distributed
throughout a company, or across continents.
Model analysis may
be the purview of an entirely separate group, or groups. And the
model users may represent yet another diverse collective.
Clearly,
each of these uses and development paths have unique criteria that
determine the acceptability
of the simulation.
Thus methods to
apply parallelism must be reconciled with a given approach.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In the previous sections we have described what discrete event
simulation
is and how the technique is applied.
The discussion
reflects the view of DES as a model-centered problem solving technique. This view is not exclusive; indeed others are possible, and
the prevalent treatment of DES by the parallel discrete event simulation community
would seem to offer an example of one such
difference.
We make the case, then, that the view of discrete event simulation presented here largely reflects that of the “mainstream”
of DES.
If PDES seeks to make a broader impact within the general DES
community, then the methods of PDES must be resolved with these
views. This resolution may be accomplished any number of ways;
no single “silver bullet” is evident.
Nonetheless, the following
appear an obvious starting point

A second characteristic,
as already noted, is the very constrained
interpretation of correctness as a project objective. Correctness – it
should be duly noted – is but one of several software engineering
objectives; reliability,
maintainability,
testability are examples of
others. However, without a doubt, correctness assumes a high priority in more simulation projects than any of the other objectives.
How useful is a highly portable simulation program if questions
remain concerning its validity?
As a result, validation techniques
have received far more attention by DES researchers than by those
wcrking in software engineering. The existence of the referent system in most projects and the insistence that model behavior reflect
system behavior within some prescribed tolerance levels forces a
definitive statement of correctness that admits no renegotiation of
requirements.
A consequent relaxation of the tolerance levels occurs with a clear admission of deficiency.
5.3

●

of parallelism.

the potential
characteristic

large, relatively
static model that serves over a
period of use, e.g. a weather simulation.

characteristics

The first distinguishing
characteristic is the presence of the indexing
variable the which clearly establishes
an ordering
of behavioral
events

A single,
protracted

UNIQUE?

Time

execution

●

1. Focus on the model.
The move from a program-view
to a
model-view has been documented, Many methodologies and
environments for DES provide programming
language independent forms for model description. Even those approaches
that advocate a “program-as-model”
description provide architecture independence:
the same program is executable
on machines with disparate architectures,
so long as each
machine has the requisite compiler.
Without question, any

Intensiveness

The importance of execution efficiency persists as a third distinctive
characteristic. While model development costs are considerable, as
is the human effort throughout the period of operation and use, the
necessity for repetitive sample generation for statistical analysis and
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CONCLUDING

SUMMARY

Stimulated by publication
of recent concerns that PDES is having
little impact within the general discrete event simulation community, we begin this piece with an assessment of PDES research as
consumed with program execution and showing little knowledge or
appreciation of fundamental issues in model representation, validation and verification,
and statistical analysis of simulation results.
The overriding goal of decision support appears to be lost in the
quest for speedup.
The central question is posed: Where does
PDES go from here?
An answer to this questions presupposes a destination point.
Our view is that PDES can – and should – play a significant role;
the need for computational
efficiency is a distinctive characteristic of simulation
software.
However, the path to this destination
requires a recognition
of the larger map formed by the DES research community.
Working within recognition of the mainstream
of DES research places PDES in a contributive posture. Continuing
the preoccupation with execution efficiency to the exclusion of constraining and overriding issues leave the PDES research community
navigating the curvy – and perhaps enjoyable - back roads, some
distance from the interstate. Such activities can be rewarding, but
the rewards stem from the drive, not from reaching the destination.
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